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QUESTION 1

What is the purpose of a virtual system profile? 

A. to limit virtual system access 

B. to limit virtual system resources 

C. to limit the number of virtual system interfaces 

D. to limit the number of VPNs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When using NSRP, which command will insure uninterrupted communications for VPNs using certificates for
authentication? 

A. set hostname 

B. set NSRP clustername 

C. set NSRP cluster name 

D. set NSRP cluster hostname 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Referring to the exhibit, which three statements are true? (Choose three.) 

NS5200(M)-> get nsrp nsrp version: 2.0 cluster info: cluster iD. 1, namE. 5200 local unit iD. 8000208 active units
discovereD. index: 0, unit iD. 8014208, ctrl maC. 0010db000085, data maC. 0010db000086 index: 1, unit iD. 8337344,
ctrl maC. 0010db0000c5, data maC. 0010db0000c6 total number of units: 2 VSD group info: init hold timE. 5 heartbeat
lost thresholD. 3 heartbeat interval: 200(ms) master always exist: enabled group priority preempt holddown inelig master
PB other members 0 50 yes 45 no myself 8330044 total number of vsd groups: 1 Total iteration=
,time=878546093,max=4900,min=170,average=18 RTO mirror info: run time object synC. enabled ping session synC.
enabled coldstart sync done nsrp data packet forwarding is enabled nsrp link info: control channel: ha1 (ifnum: 5) maC.
0010db000085 statE. up data channel: ha2 (ifnum: 6) maC. 0010db000086 statE. up ha secondary path link not
available NSRP encryption: disabled NSRP authentication: disabled device based nsrp monitoring thresholD. 255,
weighted sum: 0, not failed device based nsrp monitor interfacE. ethernet2/1(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/3(weight 255,
UP) ethernet2/4(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/5(weight 255, UP) ethernet2/2 (weight 255, UP) device based nsrp monitor
zonE. device based nsrp track ip: (weight: 255, disabled) number of gratuitous arps: 4 (default) config synC. enabled
track ip: disabled 

A. This cluster is configured as an active/active cluster. 

B. RTO sync is enabled. 
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C. No secondary path is configured. 

D. master-always-exists is enabled. 

E. Only one interface is used for both the control and data links. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about redundant interfaces? (Choose two.) 

A. You can bind two physical interfaces together to create one redundant interface. 

B. Redundant interfaces bind to a security zone; one physical interface acts as the primary interface, and the other
physical interface acts as the secondary interface. 

C. A redundant interface is the accumulation of two or more physical interfaces that share the same traffic load. 

D. A redundant interface is the management interface for bridge mode. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You have configured integrated Web filtering in the ScreenOS software. A URL appears in the blacklist, the whitelist,
and a user-defined category. Additionally, the device can obtain categorization information from the SurfControl server.
Which configuration will the device use to determine the action to take for Web requests for the URL? 

A. the blacklist 

B. the SurfControl categorization 

C. the user-defined category 

D. the whitelist 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to ensure that the IKE Phase 2 key is totally independent of the IKE Phase 1 key. Which IKE feature would
you enable? 

A. Perfect Forward Secrecy 

B. Diffie-Hellman Group 5 

C. Replay Protection 

D. Rekey Protection 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to ensure that the ScreenOS device sends alert data to notify the security operation center. Which three log
destinations would you set to accomplish your objective? (Choose three.) 

A. e-mail 

B. SNMP 

C. console 

D. internal 

E. syslog 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which ScreenOS security feature helps protect against port scans and denial of service attacks? 

A. session-based stateful firewall 

B. Screen options 

C. security policies 

D. IPsec VPNs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What is a zone? 

A. a set of rules that controls traffic from a specified source to a specified destination using a specified service 

B. a collection of subnets and interfaces sharing identical security requirements 

C. a method of providing a secure connection across a network 

D. a tool to protect against DoS attacks 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which ScreenOS security feature helps protect against port scans and denial of service attacks? 

A. session-based stateful firewall 

B. IPsec VPNs 

C. security policies 

D. Screen options 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You want to know the username and IP address of users who logged in to the WebUI. In which log would you find this
information? 

A. admin log 

B. event log 

C. traffic log 

D. self log 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Referring to the exhibit, what is the appropriate VPN monitor status? 

A. The VPN is active and the peer is down. 

B. The VPN is active and VPN Monitor is not configured for the peer. 

C. The VPN is active and the peer is up. 

D. The VPN is inactive and VPN Monitor is not configured for the peer. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

"A/-" shows the VPN active, but monitor is unavailable (likely because the other end is not a screenOS device) 
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QUESTION 13

What is the initial default username and password for all ScreenOS devices? 

A. administrator/password 

B. root/password 

C. netscreen/netscreen 

D. admin/netscreen1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Referring to the exhibit, what does this output show? 

A. the number of supported physical interfaces on the device 

B. the number of supported route tables on the device 

C. the number of supported VRs on the device 
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D. the amount of system memory on the device 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Referring to the debug output shown in the exhibit, which NAT configuration is being used? 

ns5gt-> get int Interfaces in vsys Root: Name IP Address Zone MAC VLAN State VSD eth1 192.168.1.1/24 Trust
0014.f693.edc2 - U eth2 2.2.2.2/30 Untrust 0014.f693.edc8 - U ns5gt-> get db stream ****** .0: packet received
[69]****** ipid = 22281(5709), @059ff214 packet passed sanity check. flow_decap_vector IPv4 process
ethernet1:192.168.1.102/52380->4.2.2.2/53,17 no session found flow_first_sanity_check: in , out chose interface
ethernet1 as incoming nat if. flow_first_routing: in , out search route to (ethernet1, 192.168.1.102->4.2.2.2) in vr trust-vr
for vsd-0/flag-0/ifp-null [ Dest] 7.route 4.2.2.2->2.2.2.1, to ethernet2 routed (x_dst_ip 4.2.2.2) from ethernet1 (ethernet1
in 0) to ethernet2 Permitted by policy 1 dip id = 2, 192.168.1.102/52380->2.2.2.2/2157 choose interface ethernet2 as
outgoing phy if no loop on ifp ethernet2. routed (x_dst_ip 4.2.2.2) from ethernet1 (ethernet1 in 0) to ethernet2 policy
search from zone 2-> zone 1 

A. MIP 

B. destination-based NAT 

C. source-based NAT 

D. VIP 

Correct Answer: C 
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